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Year 3 - Strategy for Teaching Re 
 
 
 
This strategy will work well to teach music literacy in the classroom. There are eight ‘lessons’ listed in this 
strategy, or rather parts of lessons that should take no longer than five minutes. The rest of your lesson is 
whatever you like. In this way, the students have time to develop their musicianship skills over many lessons and 
are able to aurally identify and perform the concepts that we would like them to learn. 
 
General Objective: 
The students will discover aurally, then visually, that there is note between do and mi, called re. They will learn 
that it is a step above do and a step below mi. They will reproduce this new solfa by singing known and unknown 
songs with solfa, read and write in stick and staff notation, as well as improvise and create.  
 
Pre-requisite skills: 

1. The students are able to read, write, perform and aurally identify do, mi, so and la. 
2. The students are able to read, write perform and aurally identify      
3. The students should be confident in singing the repertoire in tune.  
4. The students will have experience deriving the form of songs using A, B lettering, etc.  

 
The students will be able to perform musically and accurately a repertoire of songs that include the new rhythm 
(re) in many different contexts without the aid of the teacher, while keeping the beat, rhythmic pattern, and the 
beat and rhythmic pattern simultaneously, as well as simple rhythmic and melodic ostinati using known elements.  
 
Sesere Eeye – traditional Torres Strait Islander song. 
The lyrics in this song are an amalgam of different languages and do not have a direct translation. The action at 
the beginning of the song is the beak of the bird diving into the water to catch a fish.  
 
For movement and pronunciation from a Torres Strait Islander, see the link below: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SATEqK2NK5Q 
 
Sequence of Lessons 
 
Teach Sesere Eeye in previous lessons and make sure students can keep the beat, clap the rhythm and perform 
the beat and rhythm of the song simultaneously. 
 
Lesson One: How Many Pitches 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 Students (S) sing song and contour the pitches by using a flat hand (no hand signs). 

 Ask the (S) how many notes you would need to use on the piano to play the song (3). 

 S contour notes by pointing to three fingers held sideways. 
 
Lesson Two: Aural Discovery of the New Note 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S contour pitches with a flat hand. 

 S contour pitches by pointing to three fingers held sideways. 

 T: “If my bottom finger is do, which one is mi: point to it.” T checks that students are pointing to the top 
finger. 

 T: “What about this note in the middle?...It’s a new note.” 

 S point to fingers and sing song using do, mi and hmm for the new note. 

 S repeat but only sing do’s, or hmm.  
 
Lesson Three: Hand Sign  
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 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S sing song using solfa and hmm for the new note, and point the pitches on their fingers. 

 T: “There is a hand sign for our new note, and it looks like this.” T shows hand sign. T calls out either do, 
hmm or mi and students show the hand sign. 

 T demonstrates singing the song in solfa using hmm and hand signs. 
 
Lesson Four: Step or Skip? 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S sing song using solfa, hand signs and hmm for the new note. 

 T sings “Do, hmm, it’s a…” S should reply “step”. “Hmm, mi, it’s a…” (step). “Mi, hmm, it’s a…” (step). 
Hmm, do, it’s a…” (step). 

 T sings whole sequence and then the students join in on the repeat. 
 
Lesson Five: Step or Skip? Visual 
Prepare a xylophone by removing E and B 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S sing song using solfa, hand signs and hmm for the new note. 

 S sing intervals: “Do, hmm, it’s a step…” 

 T gets out xylophone, turns it sideways and points to F. T asks “This is do, what letter is hmm?” (G), what 
letter is mi (A). 

 S sing intervals while a student points to the notes on the xylophone. Repeat with another student. 
 
Lesson Six: Stick notation 
Teacher has written     |     with the syllables of the text underneath, leaving room for the solfa to be 
written between the rhythm and the text. 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S sing “Sesere eeye, sesere eeye” and clap rhythm written on the board. 

 S sing song using solfa, hand signs and hmm for the new note. 

 T sings the first bar and asks “Who can write the solfa underneath the first bar?” T chooses student who 
writes d dd m m. 

 T sings the words to the second bar and picks another student to write the solfa underneath, using (?) for 
hmm. (m ?? d d) 

 S sing in solfa and clap the two bars of stick notation while teacher points for visual aid. Students can use 
words for the second half of the phrase that has not been written. 

 
Lesson Seven: Staff notation 
Teacher has written the stick notation of the first two bars of the song underneath the stave. 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. 

 S sing and clap exercise from previous lesson: sing in solfa and clap the two bars of stick notation while. 
Students use words for the second half of the phrase that has not been written. 

 Teacher writes the first three F’s on the stave to indicate do. T asks students where to place mi (a skip 
above do in space 2). 

 T: “Where do I write hmm? Mi, hmm, it’s a …” (step). “Hmm should be written on the line between.” 

 S sing and clap exercise with the teacher pointing to the stave notation for visual aid. 
 
Lesson Eight: Name the note (Present) 
Teacher has written the staff notation from the previous lesson, using (?) for the new note. 

 Sing Sesere Eeye. Teacher points to staff notation for the first two bars. 

 Our new note is called re. T rubs out (?) and inserts an r. 

 T: “Listen while I sing the song.” T demonstrates singing in solfa and using hand signs, first two bars only. 

 S copy. 

 Students write the two bars on a worksheet. 
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